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Today, in 80 minutes 
 
What assisted digital is / isn’t 
Approaching the work 
Research considerations 
Barriers to avoid or remove 
Design / provision considerations 
Some pretending



Digital 
transformation

assisted digital



Assisted digital is…



Interacting with 
people so they can 
use a digital service



Online chat



Face to face



Phone



GDS

Some people need 
support to use an 
online channel 
themselves 

Some users know 
they’re being 
helped with an 
online service 



GDS

Some people 
just need an 
offline channel 



Assisted digital is 
also…



GDS

A service standard requirement
Good service design
Key to digital transformation
Part of Digital By Default
A manifesto commitment

GDS



GDS

A service standard requirement
Key to digital transformation
Part of Digital By Default
A manifesto commitment

GDS



GDSGDS

”We need to recognise that government delivers 
services through a variety of channels (including 
online, telephone and face to face)” 
 
Government Transformation Strategy, 2017 



GDS

A service standard requirement
Key to digital transformation
A manifesto commitment

GDS
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Assisted digital 
isn’t…



GDSGDS

Paper?



Accessibility

Ensuring everyone can 
use something regardless 
of access needs



Digital Inclusion 
 
Helping people to make 
the most of the internet 
(beyond government 
services!)



GDS

Digital Take-up

A metric: 
% of transactions completed online

Approaches: 
encouraging users to use the online 
channels into a service

GDS



Bad assisted digital 
is the worst kind of 
bad service



GDS

Bad for users 
 
- needs* not met 
- more stress* 
- more cost* 
- more time-pressure* 
 

* likely to be acuter 



GDS

Bad for government  
 
- looks bad (likely more vulnerable 
users) 
- costs more (casework and contact, 
via most expensive channels) 



Approaching your 
work on assisted 
digital support
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Maybe don’t say ‘assisted digital’

It is not normal language. It denormalises 
the very normal work



GDSGDS

Try these instead: 

Offline channels
Our digital service’s offline channels
Support channels
Offline support
Offline support channels
Interacting with people in the real world
Helping people in the real world



GDSGDS

Consider the users’ whole journey, from 
their perspective. 

Users see offline channels as part of their 
journey – so should we



Multiple channels delivered by multiple individuals, 
organisations or companies 



GDSGDS

Include offline from the very start



GDSGDS



GDSGDS

 
Some teams don’t think about offline until here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is too late. 



Aim for this



Avoid this



GDSGDS

Fewer problems  
→  
less contact  
→  
more time and money for 
government and users 



GDSGDS

Team up with people doing, building, 
funding, running, researching the offline 
channels.

They are vital to the success of ‘digital’, 
because digital ≠ online.
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digital 
≠ 

online



Designing good 
assisted digital



GDSGDS

Good assisted digital 
=
good research + on-going testing + 
iteration + measurement

(sound familiar?)



GDSGDS

Good assisted digital 
=
on-going understanding 
+ appropriate provision
good research + on-going testing + 
iteration + measurement



Research 
considerations



Good question:  
What help do users 
need?



Bad question:  
Who are our ‘assisted 
digital users’?



Hands up if you’ve had to 
phone or meet with someone 
in the last year because you 
couldn’t do something you 

needed to do online



There’s no such 
thing as an ‘assisted 
digital user’



There’s no such thing 
as an ‘assisted digital 
user’

We’re all assisted 
digital users!



There are only 
‘barriers to 
independent online 
interaction’



Barriers



GDS
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>12m UK adults lack basic digital skills. 

They include…



GDSGDS

>2 million people under 44 years old



GDSGDS

>2.5 million ABC1 people



GDSGDS

People working in businesses 
and charities are users too



GDSGDS

UK adults:   1 in ?
SMEs:    1 in ?
Charities:    1 in ?
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UK adults:   1 in 4
SMEs:    1 in ?
Charities:    1 in ?



GDSGDS

UK adults:   1 in 4
SMEs:    1 in 3
Charities:    1 in ?
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UK adults:   1 in 4
SMEs:    1 in 3
Charities:    1 in 2
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Motivation
Trust
Skills
Confidence 
Access

GDS



Raymond 
What gets in his way online? 
What offline channels does he 
rely on?  
What gets in his way offline?
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Raymond 
What gets in his way online? 
What offline channels does he 
rely on?  
What gets in his way offline?



George 
What gets in his way online? 
What offline channels does he 
rely on?  
What gets in his way offline?





George 
What gets in his way online? 
What offline channels does he 
rely on?  
What gets in his way offline?



What barriers do these users 
face? 
 
Skills?  
Confidence?  
Motivation?  
Access?  
Trust?





What barriers do these users 
face? 
 
Skills?  
Confidence?  
Motivation?  
Access?  
Trust?



Research with the 
right people about 
the right things in 
the right way




The right people
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Research with users who get 
support from third parties, Age UK, 
libraries, colleagues, solicitors, 
friends, family members
- to understand their full needs



GDSGDS

(intermediaries are not end users)
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Research with users of the specific 
service
– to understand real and current journeys

Research with potential users too  
– to understand future demand, who’s 
being excluded, how to improve



GDSGDS

Research with users with the lowest levels 
of digital skills, confidence and access.
- to understand the hardest-to-meet needs

Research support needs with users with 
all levels of digital skills, confidence and 
access
- to understand volume




The right things




GDS

Research users’ offline support needs 
from the very start of their journey, before 
they’re on your website (which many users 
will never visit)

GDS
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Test your online stuff with users with 
the lowest levels of digital skills
- to get the most cost-saving 
feedback on what to improve




The right way




GDSGDS

Work with experts from your 
operations teams to find people. 
They understand user contact across 
all channels



GDSGDS

Find users 
-  in the real world
-  via intermediaries and third 

party organisations



GDSGDS

Research users’ offline needs in 
their offline context. 

A lab is usually out of context



Design / provision 
considerations



GDS

Motivation
Trust
Skills
Confidence 
Access

GDS

encourage
reassure / explain

train / signpost
reassure / explain

connect / signpost
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Channels 
Which channels do users need: phone? Face to 
face? 
 
Drop-in support or appointment-based? 
 
What do face to face locations need? Access 
ramps? A private area? A scanner? A translator? 



GDSGDS

Providers 
Who can provide the support? Government? 
Third party? 
 
Does the supporter need training? 
 
Who’s paying them? Are they a sustainable 
source of support? 



GDSGDS
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An exercise in 3 parts: 

1 – Plan and do some research
2 – Design a service
3 – Stress test it

GDS
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1 – Research

Choose a service from below, or make up your own:

‘I need to get a cat licence’ service 
‘I need to move house’ service 
‘I need to report a theft’ service 
 
 
●  How might you find appropriate research participants?
●  What needs might you find?

GDS



GDS

2 - Design a service to meet those needs
Map the various routes users end to end journey could take, including:

●  Signposting - how do users find out about the service?
●  Channel/provider choice – what routes might users choose 

or need? What channels from which providers? 
●  Using the service - how will they be guided to the cheapest 

channel that meets their needs? How will users actually 
complete the service?

●  Feedback - how will you collect users’ feedback?
●  Learning - how will you use feedback to improve the whole 

service?

GDS
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3 – Stress test your service

Walk through the service you have designed as if you were Cathy. 
Imagine her end to end journey with it. 

●  Can she complete the service?
●  What channels did she need? Who provided them?
●  Did she have any problems?
●  What could you improve, based on Cathy’s experience?

GDS
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Cathy, 45, full time carer.
Digital inclusion scale: willing & unable

“I don’t have time for hobbies, and if I did I 
would do something I enjoy, not mess 
around with computers”



GDS

Cathy

Personal life: Cathy’s son, Charlie, has cerebral 
palsy - she’s been his carer for 18 years. Cathy’s 
marriage to Charlie’s father ended 14 years ago – he 
has very little contact and gives no financial support. 
Cathy can rarely leave the house and has become 
more socially isolated. Cathy is increasingly 
dependent on government payments.

Time: Charlie went to a special-needs school until 
he was 18 – Cathy worked part time and had time to 
drop into her local Carers Centre. Charlie has 
finished school – Cathy had to give up work.

Confidence: Previous mistakes have made Cathy 
terrified about filling in forms for financial support. 
Cathy needs the Carers Support centre to check 
she’s completed DWP benefit-related forms 
correctly.

Literacy: Cathy’s a competent reader and has 
become very good at understanding the ins and 
outs of what’s available for a disabled child. She’s 
struggling with the new challenge of a disabled 
adult.

Digital skills: Cathy could use email and basic 
accountancy software 20 years ago, but no longer 
feels confident with her digital skills. Cathy can’t 
afford new tech devices. She has an old desktop 
PC, no smart-phone, slow broadband and no Wi-Fi.
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How did it go?
What did you learn?

GDS
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More help

localgovdigital.slack.com
ukgovernmentdigital.slack.com
Service Design Manual
assisteddigital.blog.gov.uk

GDS
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Any questions?

GDS



Thanks! 
 
@benaldo


